COS 424: Ethics
Summer, 2018
Spring Heights, WV
Scott F. Williams, Instructor
Course Description: The course will attempt, through reading, lecture and discussion (lots of this, I
hope) to explore the difference that being followers of Jesus makes for ethical reflection and judgment.
One of the chief jobs of a pastor is to provide leadership for Christian communities in ways that make
those communities visible to the wider world as foretastes and signs of the coming Kingdom of God.
This makes questions such as the following of utmost importance: What is the shape of the Kingdom
which Jesus describes in the New Testament? What sort of Old Testament resources do the teachings
of Jesus draw upon to make that description? How do we, as Christian leaders, encourage our
parishioners and friends to think of “witness” to that Kingdom as the grounding of all that we do as
Christians? What ethical standards does a pastor draw upon in his/her own personal conduct? Do
those standards differ from the ones which apply to the laity? Most important of all, what difference
does it make that we follow a Lord which, by and large, the world does not recognize?
These questions describe a kind of launch pad for Christian ethics, but they are by no means
exhaustive. Students should expect to be drawn into discussions, not only of the reading assignments,
but also of current “hot button” issues facing our culture as seen through the lens of these questions.
My hope is that the course will take on a kind of “seminar” format in which I serve as a guide for
discussion among students about the social and personal issues which confront contemporary ministry.
This will be impossible, of course, unless students complete and give careful attention to the assigned
readings below.
Course Requirements:
There will be two written assignments. The first assignment will be given over the first
weekend and come due two weeks later. The second will be given over the second weekend and will
also come due two weeks later. Further details about the nature of the written work will be provided
when we come together at Spring Heights. There will also be a classroom participation component to
the final grade which will mainly be an assessment of how ready students seem to be to discuss the
assigned readings.
In the time leading up to our first weekend, students should carefully complete the following
readings:
Lovin: Preface and Part One (chapters 1-3)
Hays: Introduction and Parts One and Two (chapters 1-10)
Further reading assignments, including others of the required texts, will be given over the first
weekend.
Should you need to contact me for some reason between now and our first weekend together, you may
email me at skeet383@frontier.com or reach me by telephone at (681) 753-0792
I look forward to seeing you all.
Scott

